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Sxecutive SU11Dary 

During the last two decades ~he telec01mUDications sector has 1Dldergone 

spectacular technological and structural changes. To~ether with computer 

technology this sector forms the basis for the creation of the information 

society. This shift. already 1Dlder way in SOile countries. will accelerate 

over the next decades leading to far-reaching cllanges and influences on 

industry and society. 

The range of products by the telecoaaunication industry is rapidly being 

expanded as well as the vol1m1e of total supply. ~owadays. not only the simple 

telephone set can be assigned to the product group "tel'llinal equipment at user 

premises". but also more enhanced versions of telephone set with built-in 

mem~ry and additional f1Dlctions and/or 

mobile telephone equipment 

paging equipment 

computer terminals with built-in telephone modem 

telex, teletex, videotex and facsimile terminals 

answering machines 

modems 

private automatic branch exchanges (PABX) 

local area networks (IJ.N) 

subscriber carrier equipment 

alarm systems 

antennas 

equipment for broadb&nd networks (cable TV). 

The situation in Africa is quite a different one. Telephone density on 

the conti~ent avereies less than o.7 per 100 inhabitants, compared to 2.8 per 

100 l:'lhabitants in Asia, 5.2 per 100 in Latin America and over 60 per 100 in 

Europe and North America. Between 80 and 90 percent of teleptone services are 

provided for urban areas only. 

The African market for teleco&vnunication equip~ent was estimated for the 

year 1982 at 0.4 billion US$ and will increase with ar. average annual growth 

rate of 8.2 percent to 1 billion US$ in 1992. This amount sh~uld serve as a 

good b~~is to start a viable teleconununications industry in Africa. Compared 

to other regions in the world it is of priority to provide basic telephony to 
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the public, and also tel~graphy and telex. As factors for the restricted 

growth of services it can be stated that Africa relies totally on the vorld 

aarket for the purchase of equipment as it has no indigenous 

telecOlllllunications industry. Only little consensus exists concerning the 

appropriate tecbnology for the use in Africa. A broad range of technologies 

is in place, vhich makes operation and maintenance of the systems a difficult 

task. And the original suppliers often have stopped the production of spare 

parts of older systems vhich results into the fact that equipment still giving 

adequate service has to be replaced, simply because the necessary spare parts 

cannot be obtained. 

A few African countries have started with the production of telephone 

sets and instruments, cables and wires, switching and transmission equipment 

and some accessories like poles and PVC ducts. However, a large potential of 

resources is available to extend the volume of production and the product 

range. 

For the achievement of a higher degree of self-sufficiency a strategy 

and an adequate planning is therefore proposed including: 

The development of atructural links between the developing 

telecommunications industry and other better developed industrial 

sectors such as metal-working, plastics, electrochemical, 

electromechanical, and electronics industries. From the systematic 

use of existing supply industry not only the telecommunications 

sector would benefit through the possibility to acquire accessory 

equipment but also the related industries through a vider range of 

production possibilities. 

The development of local know how through the deglobalization of 

techniques and procedu~es, especially of turnkey contracts. 

The establishment of regional research and development capacity, 

vhich may lead as a first step to the creation of a regional 

Environmental Testing Centre and a regional Tropicalisation Centre. 

The promotion of regional industrial co-operation. 
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UNIDO is now implementing such a regional environmental Testing and 

Tropicalization Centre in Zimbabwe. 

Taking the present situation and the possibilities for local ~roduction 

into consideration, Governments and P&T Authorities have to define 

priorities. To realize these priorities a twofold approach for 

industrialization is proposed: 

The production of spare parts on a small scale basis at 

* workshops for repair and maintenance 

* assembling units 

* multipurpose production llllits 

The production of components and equipment on large scale basis in 

industrial units. 

An appropriate approach to activate a telecommunications industry may be 

the multipurpose production units, manufacturing batches of a variety of spare 

parts for existing installations, but for different endusP.rs. As a result of 

the Harare seminar the establishment of multipurpose production projects is 

proposed, whereby three dominant production routes have been identified as 

possible, from which choices have to be made by each country: 

- mechanical production route 

- electromechanical production route 

- electronic production route 

A well defined and comprehensivE strategy is required to realize viable 

industrlal projects on the telecommunications sector. Governmental support as 

wrll as the strong will and active role of the local P&T Authority are 

reauired in the following areas: 

Evaluation for the needs of components and equipment 

The choice of telecommunications technology and the selection of 

products 

The choice of manufacturing technology 
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Relations with original suppliers 

Rel~tions with national sectoral industries 

Negotiations on patents and licences 

A revision in the design, contracting and management of 

telecOlllllllllications projects from turnkey basis to individual contracts may be 

advisable to incorporate and enhance local works, local products and local 

staff. 

The majority of African population lives in rural areas. Therefore 

special emphasis has to be laid on the appropriate equipment configuration for 

rural networks. Out of the analysis of tbe advantages and disadvantages of 

different sizes of switching exchanges and different modes of transmission as 

there are: 

open wire carrier systems 

cable carrier system 

optical fibre cable system 

radio system in HF, VHF, UHF, SHF 

satellite system 

the following conclusions for rural equipment configuration derived: 

small local exchanges between SO and some 100 lines are mainly 

required 

more than 1.000 subscribers to a local exchange cannot be expected 

open wire carrier systems are still the most cost effective 

transmission system for low tiaific 

VHF/UHF radio systems may be best suited for lo~ to moderate 

traffic volume. 

Single challllel per carrier satellite systems may be suitable for 

sparsely populated, inaccessible and difficult terrain. 

Based on the telecommunications strategy and the level of manufacturing 

capability of a country the following proposals f~r local manufacture can be 

made such as: 

electronic switching equipment with SO to ~00 lines, small PABX 

with 10 to SO lines. 

electromechanical switching equipment components dedicated for the 
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maintenance and repair of existing equipment. 

telephone instruments: basic telephone sets ~nd key telephone 
systems 

cable9 and wires, together with auxiliary equipment: open wire, 

aerial cables, underground cables, inter!lal cables, power cables 

multiplex equipment: single c.:hannel radio equipment 

possibilities 

Spare part production 

Use of existing 
industry 

S..-ary of approaches 
Manufacturing possibilities 

telecom sector 

Establishment of Multipur
pose production 1Dlits on 
- mechanical 
- electromechanical 
- electronic level 

Rehabilitation/extension/ 
improvement of existing 
units, e.g. cable factories 

Hew manufacturing units Establishment of new 
manufacturing units for: 

- electronic switching 
equipmf:nt 

- discrete electromechanical 
semielectronic switching 
equipment components 

- telephone instruments 
- cables, wires 
- auxiliaries 
- multiplex equipment 

(single channel radio) 

related industrial 
sectors 

Extension of product mix 
of the: 

-metallurgy industry 
-ceramics industry 
-plastics industry 
-electromechanical 
industry 

-electronic industry 
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1. Introduction 

The telecoamunications industry in the developed countries is 

characterized by the following features: 

a) Nowadays this industrial sector is technology intensive and its 

development depends on tne fast tecI.nological progress from 

research and development activities. There is a world-wide ~rend 

to intensify cooperation of telecoamunications manufacturers on R&D 

activities among themselves and with information suppliers. 

b) The sector is capital intensive and its manpower requirements are 

normally low but highly specialized and skilled. 

c) The sector uses a lot of intermediate products produced by 

subsuppliers. 

d) The sector is a highly competitive business of a limited number of 

multinational companies which control the export of the equipment 

and also the process of technology transfer to developing countries. 

The major reason for the shift in telecommunications technology which 

co1111enced in the 1960s was the realization of microelectronics and computers 

and their arplication in telecommunications systems. Today, 

telecoaaunications and computer technology are practically inseparable. 

The most distinguishing characteristics of the above-mentioned technological 

process are the following: 

The development of new transmission systems (fibre optics and 

satellites) and switching systems (digital electronic and 

optoelectronic switches); 

Digitalization of the network, switching and transmission systems, 

as well as terminals at u~er pre~ises. Owing, however, to the 

astronomical costs of replacing an analogue telecommunication 

infrastructure with a digital, it will, in many countries, take 

several decades to realize a fully digital network; 
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The rapid increase in the speed and capacity of data transmission 

and in data storage; 

The integration of various networks and services into integrated 

services digital networks (ISDN). 

On the other side a few African countries have started with a local 

production of components and subsyste•s of telecoanunications equipment. 

Furthermore the production of accessories is performed in a number of 

countries on a small scale basis. All these efforts, however, are not 

sufficient to meet local demand as they are mainly used to supplement imported 

manufacturing products. 

Most of the African countries are economically small and have low 

average incomes and small populations. In 1985, the World Bank classified 

more than half of all African countries as "low income" countries, having per 

capita in~ome of US$400 or less. The econo~!es are specialized, and most are 

dependent on the export of two or three primary c~mmodities. The major part 

of the population lives in rural are3s. Consequently, recent 

tel~communications policy emphasizes on the development of effective 

communications with the rural population. However, presently, lesi than one 

per cent of the continent's more thaL 500 million inhabitants have access to a 

telephone, and the growth rate is approximately 5.5 per cent per annum. 

With this situation in mind the Secretary General of the Pan African 

Telecommunications Union (PATU) stated already in a comment to the report of 

t~e Independent Commission for World Wide Telecommunications Development, 

that as far as the future is concerned, it is becoming more and more obvious 

that the permanent solutions which must be found can only come from regional 

programmes covering among other things the creation of regional resea~ch and 

develoi)nient and manufacturing capacities. 

Within the priority sectors defined and developed, the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) has recognized the importance of 

teleco1M1unications, not only as a catalyst to the overall economic development 

but also for the profund impact that the m3nufacture of telecommunications 

equipment can havP. on industrial capabilities in a number of related 

industries. 

11 I 
11 I I 

I I I 
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In 1982, URIDO, in cooperation with PATU, initiated a prograaae of 

technical support to the development of the nanuf acture of teleco1111nDlications 

equipment in Africa, when it financed the "l!egional Seminar o:. the Promotion 

and Development of Telecoam\Dlications Industries in Africa", Algiers, Algeria, 

20 - 28 November 1982. The Algiers ~eminar was intended to complement efforts 

already 1Dldertaken by PATU and the International Telecoaaunications Union 

(ITU) to support the objective of Africa•s self-sufficiency in this industry 

in the context of the United Rations Transport and Colllllunications Decade 

Progr:ume. As a resu~t of the wide ranging discussions of the Algiers 

seminar, a number of conclusions and recoamendations was elaborated whicl:. 

emphasised national, sub~egional and regional actions needed at the policies 

and planning level. One of the follow-up activ~ties was the co:ivening of a 

seminar "Prospects for the Manufacture of TelecoDlllUilications Equipment in 

~frica", Harare, Zimbabwe, 6 - 11 January 1986. 

The Harare seminar was organised under the T~chnical Advisory Services 

Component of UNIDO•s special prograane for the Industrial Development Decade 

for Africa. For this seminar, five issues were chosen for presentation and 

discussion, i.e.: 

The use of repair and maintenance facilities as a means of beginning the 

manufacture of telecommunications equipment, 

Changing technologies from electromechanical to electronic switching 

~ystems: problems and options within the African context, 

Design, contracting and management of project in order to enhance l~cal 

participation in their realization. 

Possibilities for the manufacture of specific components of • 

telecommunications system, and 

Possibiiities of regional cooperation in areas 9uch as standardization, 

the regional manufacture of equipment and components, and the promotion 

of manufacturing joint ventures. 

The conclusions and recommendations of the Harare seminar were 

unanimously endorsed by the Third PATU Conference of Plenipotentiaries, 

Arusha, Tansania, 24 February - 6 March 1986. In following up the progress 
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already achieved, UlfIDO in cooperation vith the !nternational 

Teleconmunications Union (ITU) and the Bra~ilian Government is organizing a 

technical preparatory meeting on telecommuni~stions industries for the 

manufacture of teleconmunications equipment in Africa from the 8 to 12 May 
1989. 

This technical preparatory document shall form the basis for discussion 

and the exchange of experience betveen African countries and selected 

non-African developing countries. The paper describes briefly in chapter tvo 

the situation of teleconmunications in Africa, the factors for the restricted 

growth of teleconmunications and the consequences for the African countries 

out of thia situation. With reference to this chapter some tables about 

socioeconomic and teleco11111unications indications are presented in the annex. 

Chapter ~hree presents a s\Jllllllary of the present status of the 

teleconmunications industry in Africa based on surveys m3de by PATU 

in the last years. After the brief analysis of the problems and constraints 

on the grovth cf this sector a strategy is described, vhich should achieve a 

higher level of self-sufficiency and a better planned development of 

teJecommunications networks, including: 

the systematic use of existing supply industry 

the development of local know how 

the creation of research and development capabilities and 

the development of industrial co-operation. 

With the present situation ~nd future possibilities for local production 

in mind it is indispensible that priorities are defined, by the Government and 

P&T Authority. In Chapter four a twofold approach has been elaborated to 

s?lve the pressing need on spare parts and teleconununications equipment supply. 

Taking the actual operational problems in teleconununications services 

into consideration special emphasis is laid in chapter five on the status of 

repair and maintenance faci~ities as a means of entering into the manufacture 

of spare parts. 

Chapter six presents an approach of strategy for possibilities in the 

industrial production of specific components and equipment. To realize viable 

projects important activities from the Government and governmental Authorities 
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are required. Furthermore changes in the design, contracting and management 

approach of telecoamunications prGjects shall take place, which may have a 

strong impact for the establishment of industries. 

After the review of components and equipment of a teleco111111unications 

network and the analysis of adapted technology finally a proposal of materials 

and equipment for manufacture is made which shall be most suitable under the 

specific circumstances in africa. 
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2. Sitµation of IelecoJ!PUDications in Africa 

With a pop: lation of more than 500 million and a surface area that ls 

second to Asia, Africa presents one of the biggest challenges for the 

c011DUDications development. Availability of teleconnunications in this region 

is lover than in any other region of the world. Telephone density on the 

continent averages less than 0.7 per 100 inhabitants, compared to 2.8 per 100 

inhabitants in Asia, 5.2 per 100 in Latin America and over 60 per 100 in 

Europe and Borth America. Table 1 in the annex presents some basi~ 

socioeconomic indications and the number of telepho11e stations of all kinds 

connected to the public network for all African countries. For 1985, a total 

n111tber of about 4,840,000 telephonP- stations has been estimated for the 

African continent. There are more telephone stations installed in Mexico (6.8 

million), Brazil (10.8 million) or in the Republic of Korea (6.8 million) than 

in the whole continent of Africa. 

Table 2 in the annex presents the telephone density based upon the 

number of main telephones per 100 inhabitants and total telephones per 100 

inhabitants for selected African countries. 

The telephone density varies between 0.06 telephones and 2.09 telephones 

per 100 inhabitants. However, for all these countries the low average 

penetration figures still present no true picture. The telephone services are 

mainly provided for urban areas to meet the neP.ds of public administration and 

coD1Derce. In a number of countries between 80 and 90 percent of total 

telephone capacity is concentrated in urban areas. Rural areas are not 

connected to the networks due to various reasons, e.g. long distances, sparce 

population, difficult terrain, missing infrastruc~ure. This disparity can be 

illustrated by the telephone density for urban and rural areas of selected 

African countries (see table 3 of Annex). 

A telecommunications network provides not only the infrastructure 

necessary to support coaununication and information technology activities, but 

is also crucial to the whole process of economic develo['lllent. To expand and 

improve the telecommunications network huge investment will be required, wbich 

represents a large portion of the gross domestic product (GDP) of the African 

country, but generally th~ investment is still too small to meet the 

requirements. In 1982 between 0.01 and 1.03 percent of the GDP was invested in 

the telecommunications sector. (see table 4 of the annex). Many African 
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countries operate the telecommunications sector with budgets allocated as part 

of five-years development plans. On average, 2 to 5 per cent of development 

budgets are set aside for telecOlllllunications. A fev years ago the average of 

budget allocated to telecoanunications vas less than 1 percent. 

Despite the increased allocations in recent years, African countries 

still require financial and technical assistance from various resources in 

order to expand services and maintain existing networks. According to 

estimates of the ITU it will cost approximately US$50 billion to expand 

Africa's existing subscriber lines with additional 25 million subscribers to 

achieve a ratio of three telephones per 100 inhabitants for the year 2000. 

For aost African countries the problem of financing is not simply one of 

increased investment. Teleconnunications require mostly foreign currency, 

vhich amounts on average to about 60% of investment. However, foreign 

exchange is scarce and costly to obtain, as most of the revenues 

telec0111111U11ications earn is in local currency. 

2.1. Regional markets for teleconununications equipment 

About 12 major corporations account for around 80 percent of equipment 

sales worldwide. Five of the 12 companies produce more than one million lines 

p.a., most of the others 800,000 lines or more per year. 

The total world market for telecommunications equipment in 1982 has been 

estimated at almost US$47 billion (expressed in 1979 prices). The level of 

the world market by 1987 and 1992 has been forecast at $6. billion and $103 

billion, respectively (see table 1). According to this forecast, the average 

annual growth rate between 1982 and .J92 will amount to 8.1 per cent. For 

Africa a total demand of telecoimnunications equipment of one billion US$ per 

year may be estimated. This amount should serve as a good basis for the 

establishment of a viable telecommunications industry. 

Concerning the regional distribution of the sales market, table 1 shows 

that Borth America accounted for over 42 per cent in 1982, while Europe and 

Asia 
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Table 1. Forecasts of the market for 
telecOllllllunications equipment by region, 1982-1992 

(Billions of US dollars, in constant 1979 dollars) 

Region Forecast Average yearly 
grovth rate 

1982 1987 1992 
US$ % US$ % US$ % % 

Horth America 19.9 42.5 29.1 41.9 40.8 7.8 
Europe 12.5 26.6 17.2 23.7 23.0 6.7 
Asia 11.8 25.2 19.1 31.7 30.9 10.l 
Latin America 1.4 3.0 2.0 2.9 2.8 7.7 
Oceania 0.9 1.9 1.2 1.5 1.5 6.6 
Africa 0.4 0.8 0.7 1.0 1.0 8.2 

Total 46.9 100. 69.3 102.7 100 8.1 

Source: Original source is Arthur D. Little. 

acco1Dlted for about 26 and 25 per cent, respectively. As Asia is expected to 

have a annual growth rate of 10.1 per cent, Asia's share of the world market 

will have increased to about 31 per cent by 1992, while those of North America 

and Europe will have decreased to some 41 and 23 per cent, respectively. It 

is also interesting to note, that Latin America, Oceania and Africa, despite 

a very low consumption of telecoD111unications equipment in 1982, are not 

expected to have increased their market share by 1992. In fact, their share 

is expected to decrease from about 5.8 to 5.3 per cent. 

The telephone industry itself accounts for about 80 percent of the 

telecommunications equipment sales while telex, telegraph and data 

transmission share the balance. 

Table 2. Share of major product subsystem~ in World ~ales 
1980 - 1985 

Value of World Sales 

in US$ billions % Of total 

Equipment 1980 1985 1980 1985 

Switching (incl. PABXs) 12.6 18.4 31.9 31.7 
Transmission 12.2 17.4 31.0 30.0 
Terminals 5.8 8.0 14.7 13.8 
Private Systems 4.3 6.4 10.9 11.0 
Mobile Radio 3.8 4.9 9.6 8.5 
Other 0.7 2.9 1.8 s.o 

Total 39.4 58.0 100 100 

Source1: OECD data 
I 

11 I I I I 
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Table 2 shows a sumaary of the share of sales of telecOl!IB1Dlications 

subsystems. Switching equipment accounts for about 32 per cent of total 

sa!es, transaission for about 30 per cent and all other products for 38 per 

cent. 

2.2 Factors o restricted growth 

Africa relies on the world market for the purchase of equip.•ent as it 

has no aajor indigenous teleCOllD1Dlications industry. Little consensus exists 

concerning the appropriate technology for use in Africa. A broad range of 

telec011111D1ications technology is in place, includ!&.6 satellite earth stations, 

aobile radio, aicrovave and other radio transmission systems. In average 

about 80 - 90 percent of automatic switching systems installed are 

•lectro-mechanical switching systems - a switching system control using relays 

and/or electromechanical switches to perform logic. The remaining 10 - 20 

percent are electronic switching systems using electronic devices to perform 

logic. 

Most of the electromechanical exchange equipment presently in use in 

Africa is of Cross-bar type with some semi-electronic 1Dlits. Since 1984, all 

the equipment installed for international switching centres in 43 countries 

has been of digital type. 

There are numerous factors responsible for the restricted growth of the 

connunication sector in Africa and the low level of efficiency. The following 

reasons for the situation can be summarized: 

(a) In almost all African countries investment in 

telecoanunications has been effected for tne acquisition of 

equipment that was designed, developed and manufactured 

outside the continent. 

(b) The equipment bought by African countries is mainly designed 

to meet large markets and to be for use in advanced countries 

with moderate climatic conditions, high population density, 

well trained supporting staff and heavily used networks. 

(c) Since the Sixties, the teleconununicatlons technology has 

advanced rapidly and major technological changes have taken 
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place in the product ranges of supplier$. These changes too, 

did not take into account the circumstances of developing 

countries. (See figure 1) 

(d) Due to COlllDercial reasons suppliers have stopped to 

manufacture older systems and particularly spare parts for 

older systems, which results into the fact that equipment 

still giving adequate service has to be replaced siaply, 

because the necessary spare parts cannot be obtained. 

(e) Problems aay also arise when only small quantities of 

equipment or spare parts are required which would lead to 

extraordinary high costs in procurement. 

(f) The investment aade had only limited iapact on the improvement 

of skills of local experts and no impact on the development of 

a local industrial capacity, neither national nor regional, 

mainly due to the practice of turnkey projects. 

(g) No efforts have been made to standardize equipment and 

procedures. This situation has resulted in a mixture of 

equipment installed, which does not favour standardized 

operations or maintenance. 
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Figure 1: 

Schematic illustration of various generations of 

switching technologies and their 

approximate time setting 
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The consequences for th~ .4.frican countries arising out of this situation 

are manifold: 

(a) Low efficiency of the investment due to high unit cost of 

equipment; 

(b) Extended technological dependence from outside; 

(c) Large n1m1ber of different equipment of various levels of 

technology in use; 

(d) Difficulty in controlling the technical planning of networks; 

(e) Unstable operation of the systems due to spare part supply 

problems; 

(f) Low impact of the telecoaaunications sector to the GDP and 

high impact in the growth of foreign debt; 

(g) The introduction of high technology has only small impact on 

the general technical know-how level of the country; 
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3. Present status of tele~:.mmunications industry in Africa 

A few, still not many African countries have started a production of 

soae telec011Dunications equipment, but these individual national activities 

remain limited. 

Figure 2 shows the countries which have established a •~dest local 

production of 

telephone sets and instruments: Algeria, Egypt, Sudan, Kenya, 

Tunisia, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, Nigeria 

cables and wires: Algeria, Cameroon, Egypt, Tunesia 

Zambia, Nigeria, Senegal, Sudan 

switching equipment: Algeria, Egypt, Zimbab~e 

transmission equipment: Egypt 

accessories like poles: Sudan, Kenya, Nigeria 

PVC ducts: Cameroon 

The figure is derived from a PATU-paper on manufacture of 

telecoanunications equipment presented at the African Telecommunications 

Development Conference in Tunis, January 1987. 

As a result of the Harare Seminar on prospects for the manufacture of 

telecoanunications equipment in Africa held in Jan~ary 1986 the following 

tables 3-1 to 3-4 were elaborated, shoving a summary on the manufacturing 

activities in the telecommunications sector, as well as training facilities 

for local P & T staff. Table 3-1 sununarizes the countries manufactur!ng 

-cables 

-switching equipment 

-telephone instruments 

-transmission equipmefit 

Table 3-2 lists the countries which have established Design and 

Development Institutes. Table 3-3 provides information on the training 
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Figure 2: Telec011m\Dlications Industry 

in Africa 
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COUNTRY TELE CABLE 
CAPACITY 

~ICM TYPE 

1 • ALGERIA x 

2. EGYPT Small 
Cap9.city 

SW-cable 

,. SUDAN 

4. CAMEROON x 
-

5. ZAIRE x 

6. ZAMBIA 300,000 Jelly 

Filled 

Solid 
Po lye thi li n 

7. ZIMBABWE YES 

-

LIST OF MANUFACTURING PLANT 

SWITCHING FACTORY 
CAPACITY 

WKG LOCAL TRK TYPE 

x 

30,000 croHbar-LME 
ARF102 

x 

YES 

24,000 

TRK lines 

(non standud) 

TABLE 1 

TELEPHONE INSTRUMENT 

CAPACITY 

x 

200,000 

x 

x 

x 

Repair plant for 

telephone instrument 

TRANSMISSION EQPT 
LINE RADIO 

MUX 

x 

-

I 
N 
N 
I 



COUNTRY TELE CABLE 

CAPACITY 

CKM TYPE 

a. TUNISIA x 

9. MOZAMBIQUE YES 

1 o. ETHIOPIA drop vire 

open wire 

I jumper 
wire 

11 • MA\JRITIUS -!ro; wire pl'lnt 

1 million 

meter/year 

12. COMOROS 

13. KENYA 

14. NIGERIA Yes 

LIST OF ~ANUFACTURING PLANT TABLE 1 

SWITCHING FAr.TORY TELEPHONE INSTRUMENT 
CAPACITY 

WKG LOCAL TRK 1rYPE CAPACITY 

x 

Aaembling Plant 
YES 50,000 

All types of Tete-

phone switch Bo'lrds x 

3000 lines per year 

. 

TRANSMISSION EQPT 
L!NE RADIO 
MUX 

-

No 

I 
N 

'r' 



COUNTRY DATE OF ESTAB. 

1. ZIMBABWE 

2. MADAGASCAR 1985 

3. EGYPT 1980 

4. MAURITIUS 

5. COMOROS 

6. KENYA 1985 

7. TANZANIA 1978 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTES 

NO. OF ENGRS ! TECHS 

4/8 

5 ENGRS 10 TECHS 

10 ENGRS / 70 TECHNS 

3-5 ENG. + 360 TECHN/p.a. 

TABLE 2 

PROJECTS DEVELOPED 

Just atart•d (sottwart tor FM) 

Forsolving network problems 

Power units for t•l•phone sets 

and switch Bo•rda. 

- General enginetring + b•sic 
electronics 

- Subacrib1r 1pparatua, ~xt•rn1l 
pl1nt and pow•r pl•nt 

- Switching, digital switching 
and transmissi~n 

I 
N 

f' 



TRAINING INSTITUTES a STANDARDISATION TABLE 3 

COUNTRY I NAME OF THE TRAINING INSTITUTES FACILITY FOR 
a TYPE OF TRAINING CAPACITY PER YEAR TYPE OF COURSm REFRESHER 
ENG RS 'rECHS ENC RS TECHS ENG RS ~ECHS COURSES 

- --·---I I 
1. ZIMBABWE 

2. ZAMBIA 

3. ALGERIA 

I I I 4. KENYA I Centr•l tr•ining school I 
N 
VI 
I Africa region•l •dvanced leveltrg. 

institilte Yes Yes Pnctic'il Basic 
100 2500 Eq1Jipm medium I dl ex.Lat 

Kenya regional school Yqs Yas and natwork 11dv•nce 
3000 plflnning course 

I 
5. UGANDA 

6. NIGERIA 

7. EGYPT I Yas Yas I I all types 



TRAINING INSTITUTES a STANDARDISATION 

COUNTRY 

8. ETHOPIA 

NAME OF THE TRAINING INSTITUTES 

a TYPE OF TRAINING 
ENG RS 

Ethopian telecom 

tr,ining institue 

Yes 

TECHS 

Yes 

9. MADAGASCAR I INTP (National ins ti t1lte for 

Telecom + Posts) 

No only 

10. MAURITIUS I &.!sic skill ~nd techs 

11. COMOROS 

12. TANZANIA University PTC Trdning 

Centre 

CS~ Techn. 

Col leg~ 

CAPACITY PER YEAR 

ENG RS TECHS 

50 

40 

20 students 

3-5 360 

TABLE 3 

TYPE OF COURSE 
ENG RS TECHS 

Technicians 

+ buic skills 

FACILITY FOR 

REFRESHER 

COURSES 

Yes 

PTC Training 

Centre 

I 
N 

r 
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11-
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! 

SERIAL NO. 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. I 

I COUNTRY I 
MAURITIUS 

COMOROS 

KENYA 

TANZANIA I 

P!T - AUTHORITIES 

MANPOWER AVAILABILITY 

NO. OF MAIN LINES I WAITING LIST 

40,000 WKG 

47,000 Installed 20,000 

1,200 2,000 

117,000 71,000 

51. 142 I 54,802 

TABLE 4 

I STAFF EMPLOYED 

ENG RS TECHS 

10 60 

4 8 

>100 aeveral 
I thousand N ...., 
I 

I ,,940 

Tltlttcom staff 

include operatora 
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institutes in several African co\Dltries. Table 3-4 gives information on the 

aanpower availability of P & T activities of some African countries. These 

tables contain the information which were available at the Harare Seminar in 

January 1986 and which should be completed during the forthcoming technical 

preparatory meeting. 

Considering the local production of telecota\Dlications equipment on a 

reg'onal level the following manufacturing activities are performed: 

(i) West Africa: Small assembly plants for telephone 

instruments, manufacture of poles, cables and 

wires; 

(ii)Central Africa: cable manufacturing 

(iii)East,Southern Africa: Manufacturing of poles, cables and wires 

and telephone instruments 

(iv)North Africa: Advanced production of cables and wires, 

telephone instruments, switching and 

transmission equipment. 

Beside the existing manufacturing facilities in Africa on this sector, 

there are also some industrial projects in planning stage like in: 

Cameroon: Industrial project for the manufacture of various materials 

and equipment for telecommunications and energy: 

- telephone sets 

- cables 

- TV receiver sets 

- Magnetoscope 

- power generators 

Senegal: Based on a sub-regional project the country is pla:tning to 

produce various kinds of cables for telephony and energy. 

Kenya: There are two industrial projects in this country: 

(a) Manufacture of various materials for telephone sets and 

open wire systems, planned by the Kenya Post and 
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TeleC0111l1Dlications Corporation(KPTC~ 

b) Manufacture of autoaatic branch exchanges (public and 

private) of small capacity. 

Ziababve: there are a number of industrial projects to manufacture 

telecom aaterial and equipment: 

Madagascar: 

Algeria: 

Egypt: 

- transmission equipment including parabolic antennas for 

satellite C011111Dlication:. 

- digital gvitching equipment 

- telephone sets 

- overhead line plant involving the provision of copper-

veld vire and rav aat~rial (PVC, Zinc) for the local 

manufacture of insulation, arms and spindles as vell as 

the provision for plastic rav materials, creosote and 

zinc 

- small and large capacity concentrators. 

Workshop and R & D - project for the repair and 

maintenance of digitcl equipment. 

Joint venture between three local partners an1l L.M. 

ERICSSON of Sweden to start production of digital 

switching equipment for Algeria's telephone network. 

Project to start a production of large size digital 

exchanges. 

3.1. Problems and Possibilities in the local manufacturing 

Comparing the situation of telecommunications services in Afric~ to that 

of other regions and analysing the constraints on the growth of this sector 

and on the low quality of services offered, it can be concluded that the 

weakness of the telecommunications system in Africa derives to a greater 

extent from the weakness in the manufacture of telecommunications equipment. 

In order to ensure the viability of the sector, there is the need to establish 

a balance between manufacturing activities and the provision of services. 
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Kost ui the telecOlmUllications industry aentioned in the previous 

chapter, operate below capacity as a consequence of one or aore of the 

foll~wing problems: 

insufficient top-level management capacities, technical planning and 

design skills and know how. 

liaited national aarket size and insufficient promotion of export 

efforts 

lillited foreign exchange 

poor maintenance of production equipment due to lack of spare parts 

rehabilitation of the plant required 

lade of equipment standardization 

limited applied research and development 

inadequate project preparation 

market protection tendencies of industrialized countries 

As a result of the Harare Seminar a strategy proposed by UNIDO and PATU 

was outlined to achieve a higher level cf self-sufficiency and a better 

planned development of the African teleconnunications networks. The elements 

of the strategy include: 

(a) The development of structural links between the developing 

telecommunications industry and other better developed sectors such 

as the metal-working, plastics, eletrochemlcal, electromechanical 

and electr~nics industries. A dual approach is envisages: On the 

one side the development of a genuine telecom industry of different 

levels, which will be presented in chapter 5 and 6, and on the other 

side the systematic use of already exisiting supply industry. This 

would help to extent the local production of a number of components, 

accessories and spare parts for Telecommunications purposes. In the 

initial and intermediate stages, this approach would help to provide 
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useful technical support for the establishment of assembly shops in 

a nuaber of C01Dltries, vhich could later on lead to the set up of 

indigenous production capacities for complete adapted sybsysteas. 

(b) The encour~eaent of the deglobalization of techniques and 

procedures. Such deglobalization would involve all supplies of both 

services and equipment. It would eventually lead to a break with 

the tradition of turnkey contracts and allow the development of 

local Jcnow hov, of the design and 11anufacturing capacity of ez:isting 

industries in various comitries and the involvement of local 

production supply within the project execution. This should also 

help to reduce the burden of foreign debt on national econOllies. 

(c) The establishment of a regional research and development (I and D) 

capacity. This line of activity represents an essential •eans of 

supporting industrializa!ion efforts. Initially, regional R and D 

vill be geared towards the adaptation of imported technologies to 

the different local constraints but it should move on to the 

modification of equipment and procedures suited to the region. It 

should also help produce expertise in the different technical and 
service-related fields. 

(d) The prOllOtion of industrial co-operation among states for the 

establishment of manufacturing and market infrastructures to ensure 

the economic viability of the industrial projects that will be 
undertaken. 

3.1.1. Systematic use of existing supply industry in Africa 

The establishment of teleco111unication production for the supply of 

certain components, items and spare parts needed for the repair and 

maintenance of teleco1111unication equipment, as well as providing the technical 

support for the setting-up of assembly workshops and production facilities 

should be initiated by the sys~ematic use of existing supply industries in 

~frica. First of all this approach may take place for already existing 

teleco111unications industry. Taking into consideration the constraints and 

problems of industrial plants encountered in the previous chapter it would be 

necessary to rehabilitate the plants and to improve and extent the product 

range from a local basis to a regional level. Secondly this approach may take 

place for existing related industries like: 
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Metallurgy industry for the fabrication of bays, frames, shelves, 

cabinets, towers, masts, antennae, containers, stays, manhole 

covers, cables, wires, drop wires, resistors and capacitors, 

earthing accessories. 

Ceramics industry for the manufacture of spindles and insu1-·~rs. 

Plastics industry for the manufacture of ducts, cases, insulators, 

printed circuit boards and various containers, plates and dials. 

Electro-cheaical and electro-voltaic industry for production of 

cells, batteries and other power supplies, aircondition units 

Electro-11echanical and electronic industry for the manufacture of 

c011ponents, sub-systems, relays, coils, s~.~ches, rectifiers, 

inverters, stabilizers, transformers and actuators. 

woodwork industry for the manufacture of wooden poles and cross aras. 

building construction industry for the manufacture of prefabricated 

buildings. 

3.1.2. DeveloDl!ent of local )tnow-how 

In order to ensure the orderly transfer of appropriate technology and 

lr:now-how, there should be systematic increased participation of Africans in 

projects, through technical assistance and training opportunities. Turnltey 

projects made up of the following activities should be split into the 

different procedures and steps to allow maximum local participation: 

Feasibility Studies. 

Preparation of technical specifications and tender documents 

Contract negotiations. 

Manufacture of certain sub-systems and items. 

Supervision of site preparation, civil works, buildings and 

installation works. 

Commissioning and test-runs. 

Operation, maintenance and repairs. 

In collaboration with technologically more advanced countries, tech.1ology 

transfer and technical cooperation progranunes should be geared to the gradual 

introduction of appropriate technologies that correspond or are adaptable to 

the specific needs and constraints of African countries. The improvement of 

local know how for the future manufacture of equipment and of items should be 

promoted in the following areas: 

I 

II I 
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Public/Private Autoaatic/Manual switching equipaent. 

Transaission equipaent especially for the reaote and sparsely 

populated rural areas. 

Solar and wind technologies for electrical energy production. 

Micro-electronic technology. 

Digital technology. 

The production of electroaechanical systems is a coaplex and closely 

integrated ~ask. A large nUllber of specialized component inputs, such as 

relays, screws, connectors require exact interfacing, aechanical and 

electrical skills. The large nUllber of aoving parts aust be engineered 

precisely to ensure reliability and durability of the systea. In contrast to 

electromechanical technology digital telecoa systems require a deep range of 

nev inforaation based skills for the design and developaent of the aquired 

software. With the seaiconductor based technology there is a sharp reduction 

in the iaportance of real 11&nufacture which is reduced to a simple asseably 

operation. 

3.1.3.Creation of Research and Development capabilities 

At present only a few advanced developing countries have R & D 

capabilities of their own. This leads to the situation that equipment 

designed and developed in industrial countries cannot meet always fully the 

requirements of developing countries. On the other hand, it is not suitable 

to develop own equipment in developing countries due to limited resources. 

This problematic situation was already analysed in the ITU report-"The Missing 

Link" which concluded in the following statement: 

"The first objective of the R&D establishment in the developing world 

should, therefore, be to dev~lop equipment which is not available 

elsewhere. An example would be equipment capable of providing service at 

more reasonable cost in remote areas which would be suitable for 

manufacture either on local or on regional basis. There is also a wide 

range of devices, tools and aids that are not pure telecommunications 

equipment but whose develoi>lllent and manufacture locally would reduce 

construction and operation costs. These establishments could ~dapt 

designs from the industrialized world to the needs of the countries they 

serve. In other words, we do not envisage the institutes developing 

major new teleconvnunication systems but rather modifying available 

I Ill I I I Ill I I I II I 11 I 11 I 
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systems to their ovn requirements using .odules and components available 

in the vorld market.• 

This would aean that initially the design and development strategies in 

developing countries either individually or collectively should be to adapt 

the equipment of the industrialised countries to suit their requirements. 

These institutes could co-operate with each other and ~ith other 

institutes in the developing countries. They could take up subsequently 

~echnical and operational problems and develop installation and maintenance 

solutions needed by telec011aunication administrations in the region. 

As large resources are required to create an eff~ctive R & D 

establisbaent it is advisable that wherever it is possible, these 

establishlllents should be developed out of an existing entity such as a faculty 

at a university or an existing research centre. 

These institutes are to perform the following f1Dlctions: 

The adaptation of equipment and techniques of installation and 

maintenance 

Solutions on particular technical problems 

Dialogue with local manufacturers on telecoamunications 

Support for training 

Service and assistance on manufacturing activities. 

Based on the results of the discussions of the Harare Seminar, URIDO 

approved already the creation of Regional Environmental Centres and Regional 

Tropicalization Centres for Telecommunications equipment. Such a regional 

tropicalization centr~ for telecommunications equipment shall be i~plemented 

with UBIDO assistance in Zimbabwe, funded by the Government of Finl•nd. This 

project is motivated by the fact that environmental considerations in Africa 

necessitate the application of special design and manufacturing technl~ues in 

the manufacture of telecommunications equipment. In particular 

tropicalization of electromechanical equipment, as they have moving parts, 

wires and physical connections require heavy isulation from outside 

environment and ongoing attention. Further, there is a need for a facility 

which could prepare specifications, devise selection/acceptance tests, 

undertake design/adaptation and undertake advisory services in the operation 

I I I 11 11 
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of telec011aunications equipment. In order to aeet this need. the proposed 

centres vould provide enviro1111ental testing (temperature, huaidity, salt 

spray, vibr4tion, shock etc.) facilities for purchased and locally designed 

and/or adapted telec01Dunications and other electronic equipment. they would 

act as focal points for information on environmental specifications, 

standardization, test procedures, they would offer advice to countries : the 

region on practical aspects of tropicalization. Finally, they could develop 

appropriate low-cost tropicalization techniques, aaterials and processes, and 

certify equipment according to tropical operating conditions. The costs and 

technical/technological skills involved in the establishment and operation of 

such centres justify a regional approach. 

3.1.4. Development of regional industrial co--QRJ!eation 

The rapid change of technologies and the difficult conditions in the 

procurement of equipment lead to the conclusion to look for appropriate means 

and procedures to establish local manufacturing capabilities in African 

countries. They should be realized on the basis of technical solutions and 

economic conditions which could be organized especially through regional 

co-coperation. There are a numbe~ of institutional structures for 

co-operation existing in Africa both at the regional level through 

institutions such as OAU and PATU and at the sub-regional level through bodies 

such as ECOWAS, CEAO, CEEAC, UDEAC, CEPGL, PTA, SADCC, etc. 

Taking into consideration the Lagos Plan of Action with respect to the 

communication sector and industrialization for the development of its 

infrastructure there a~e a number of technical, fina~cial and economic 

arguments in favour of regional industrial co-operation: 

(i) technical arguments: 

Possibility of standardization of equipment and procedures 

Possibility of association for a common production of equipment 

Realization of greater autonomy with respect to outside 

tfchnologies; 

Improvement in regular procurement 

(ii)financial arguments: 

Savings in foreign exchange requirement 

Use of possible compensation mechanism in trade; 
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(iii)econOllic arguments: 

CollmOn utilization of resources and raw materials; 

Utilization and value adding of the local industry for the 

procurement of basic products; 

Taking into account foreseeable requirements and the need to create 

econoaically viable industries, the analysis of the regional possibilities for 

the establishment of local industries shoved th&t: 

(a) A small number of eight countries could engage in national 

production of telephone stations and exchanges; 

(b) The other countries (42) should fora groups for joint ventures to 

manufacture equipment; 

(c) In general, the economically viable production of cables is possible 

only through joint ventures by groups of states. 

The countries in the first category should act as nucleus around which 

the countries of the same category shuuld be grouped. This would t.elp avoid 

economic risks and could promote a be~:p• utilization of certain existing 

infrastructure. 

The co-operating organizations may play an important role in the 

formation of groups, the implementation of common industrial policies, 

marketing, and so forth. 
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4. African Priorities. · ~rategies acd Plans 

To improve the overall situation on the teleco11muntcations sector in 

general priorities, appropriate plans and strategies by the Government and the 

P&I Authority have to take place. The improvement measures should be 

reflected in national development plans and telecoamunications development 

plans accordingly. And the P&I Authority has to put emphasis on the repair 

and maintenance of exisiting network to ensure a better quality of services, 

then to extent the services to rural areas and to standardize equipment. 

1. Governmental Priorities 

The start of local manufacture in the telecoD1Dunication sector requires 

the active role and strong will of the Government. The Government has to 

support and co-ordinate the plans and activities of the P&T Authority, 

parastatal companies, private companies and possible investors for 

establishing a telecom manufacturing industry through the incorporation of the 

telecom industrial sector in the national development plan and the 

classification of this sector as "strategic industry" with highest priority. 

Due to the rapid technological development in this sector a fierce 

competition exists between the major telecom suppliers worldwide. Huge 

amounts of capital are required now to develop new products so that the 

suppliers can be competitive. Today the real manufacturing of digital 

equipment requires less people than twenty years ago, when electromechanical 

systems were manufactured by a high percentage of staff whereas about 10 

percent of the company's staff were engaged in the design of new equipment. 

The electronic industry reverses the equation leading to about 80 percent of 

company's staff, composed of highly skilled people, which are involved in 

software engineering and design of new equipment as well as in research and 

development activities. In the electromechanical technology the material input 

costs to the switching industry amount to around 20 percrnt of the value of 

output. In electronic technology total material input costs, mainly 

semiconductor components, represent about 70 percent of the value of output. 

As a consequence, a new manufacturing industry has to be based upon a 

well known and controlled market, the large majority being the domestic P&T 

network. 

I I II I I 11 I 11 II II I 
I I I 
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It is also iaportant to note that a newly created manufacturing industry 

in a developing country will inevitably lead to delays in supplying equipment, 

quality problems and probably more expensive equipment, in most cases, at 

least at an early stage. It will, however, create new jobs, increase the 

independence of the country and allow for a higher degree of incorporation of 

local technicians and local staff in various activities. 

It is obvious that the P&T therefore is an important agent in industrial 

development on this sector and without appropriate purchasing policy by the 

P&T there will never be , local manuf~cturing industry. 

Another major issue which can influence the establishment of telecom 

industry in developing countries lies in the present trends in telecom 

management and basic philosophy of the services. 

First of all some countries are adopting a deregulati~n philosophy, 

allowing for competition in some areas, and trying to offer tariffs to the 

public strictly linked to the cost of each single service. Secondly, there is 

also a certain trend towards the separation of the traditional activities of 

Postal and Telecommunications services. 

Basically, the concept of cross-subsidization is part of 

Telecommunications tariffs in the large majority of countries. Particularly 

in developing countries cross-subsidization is a fundamental principle, so as 

to maintain the service in remote areas. Tariffs in straight accordance with 

costs will inevitably lead to difficulties in developing countries. 

Rormally there are two important subsidizing flows: 

Within telephony, mainly from international and long distance calls 

towards the local networks 

From telephony, as a total, to other services, namely telegraphy and 

postal services. 

Deregulation tends to reduce cross-subsidization effects, therefore 

leaving less room for strategic decisions towards the industrialization. As a 

matter of fact, industrialization will mainly depend upon the development of 

local networks as they repre1ent the area where larie number of locally 

produced equipment can be utilized. 
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2. Priorities of P&T Authority 

The quality of services provided by the telecom network anJ operator is 

sometimes very low or even deteriorating in some countries. The problems of 

the low performance of telephone networks can be identified in most cases on 

the maintenance services, in particular: 

Lack of skills of the maintenance $taf f 

Lack of spare parts required for the services 

Lack of repair facilities 

Lack of adequate maintenance concepts 

Lack of supervision that maintenance is in fact done. 

All these lead to a drop in telephone traffic and thus much less revenues 

for future investments. A second reason for the poor performance of the 

networks is the fact, that in the African countries a great variety of 

different telecoD111unications equipment of different age and supplied by 

different companies is in operation which makes the uninterrupted operation 

and continuous maintenance difficult. 

In many countries ~nly urban areas are developed, the r.ural areas did not 

reach an adequate telecommunications structure. It is often not possible to 

make a phone-call form one African state to another without using the 

telephone connections via Europe. 

Whilst the structural problems can only be solved through the extension 

of the existing networks, the problems of the low performance of the existing 

networks can be solved by improved maintenance procedures, concepts and 

training as well as regular and inunediate spare part supply. Shortages of 

spare parts can only be settled by local production. Through the 

encouragement of maintenance and repair activities, solutions for the 

identified problems should be found. 

3. Conclusion 

With respect to the above mentioned priorities and problems a twofold 

approach is proposed: 
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the enlargement and improvement of existing repair and maintenance 

facilities for spare part production as •ell as the set up of production 

units. 

the establishment of industrial units for the production of components 

and equipment. 

Table 4 presents a summary of the twofold approach. The two approaches are 

explained in the following two chapters in more detail. 
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Table 4: Approach to industrialization 

characteristics 

targets 

users 

ownership 

level 

extension possibilities 

special characteristics 

mode of realization 

repair and maintenance 
facilities 

spare part production 
multi-purpose production 

various endusers like P&T 
radio and TV broadcasting, 
electric power authorities, 
households etc. 

parastatal,P&T 

regional or national 

extensive training 
facilities 

production start with very 
simple spare parts and 
small quantities. Step by 
step shift to higher 
technologies and larger 
quantities. 

technical assistance 
through international 
organizations and donor 
countries 

industrial units 

components and equipment 
production 

P&T 

private, parastatal 

regional or national 

production of larger 
quantities to enable 
and ensure viable 
production units 

investment by national 
and international 
investors 



5. Operational status of repair and maintenance facilities as a means of 

entering int~ manufacture spare parts 

It is absolutely essential that regular maintenance of the technical 

equipment installed in telecoamunications netvorks does in fact take place, 

this ensures a long life cycle of the installations and thus a good economic 

investment. 

If maintenance of equipment is not carried out regularly in telephone 

exchanges and repeater stations, and faulty equipment is not repaired, for 

whatever reason - lack of spare parts or lack of trained personnel, etc. -

service then will be affected. The amount of traffic will drop and, amongst 

other things, revenue ~i~l also drop. 

From the technical point of view, the equipment will deteriorate to such 

an extent that the maintenance staff will not be able to cope with the 

situation, with the result that major overhauls of complete systems have to be 

carried out. Usually, the original manufacturers are then requested to carry 

out this work with their own staff, test gear and spare parts. This can be a 

very expensive business. 

It would be much cheaper, if part of this money would be spent on more 

training of local maintenance staff. On providing more spare parts and, to 

ensure that regular maintenance would be carried out, on providing more 

supervision, too. 

In many industrialized countries, 30 years old electromechanical 

telephone exchanges are still giving good servic~ and providing revenues, 

because they are continuously maintained in a good condition. 

5.1 Local production possibilities 

In some fields of technology it was already possible to develop local 

production out of maintenance and repair activities. As a result, knowledge 

and equipment was accumulated for the purpose of repair work. These repair 

activities lead first to production of substitutes and/or spares, and later 

on, to an independent local production of comparable items. 

Production started initially in those fields where there was lack of 
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spares supply. Soaetiaes, the suppliers of original parts vere not in the 

position to provide the required spare parts because the production of the 

said equipment had already been stopped. 

Appropriate ltnov-hov developed in aaintenance organizations, and 

investaent made there for tools and aeasureaent equipment, can be aade 

available for production purposes, which vou:d save foreign currency. 

It is very difficult or even impossible for developing co\Dltries to adopt 

production llOdels of industrialized co\Dltries in the telecoa fields, even in 

case all constraints have been reaoved. 

It is therefore necessary to find structure formulas, capable of 

activating a telecoaaunications industry. 

One such foraula may be the multipurpose production approach, i.e. a 

llllltipurpose Production Unit (MPU), 11a11ufacturing batches of a variety of 

spare parts for existing installations. 

Such a production unit, however, must be designed and operated to very 

precise rules. It must be designed and operated in such a way as to enable 

the developing country to accumulate technical knowledge. 

To guarantee this accumulation process, the fields of action of the 

various types of multipurpose production units must be precisely defined by 

establishing industrial configurations. 

Besides the establishment of MPU's, the following approaches can be taken 

into consideration: 

A small-scale production with a certain stock of machine tools, at 

the workshops already existing. 

Assembling, as the very first step to earn basic tec.hnical knowledge. 

5.2. Multipurpose Production Unit Approach 

MPU's benefit most from the versatility of manufacturing in smaller 

batches and utilizing the minimum acceptable critical unit size, rather than 
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large production runs, large facilities and high degree of specialization. 

In order that the proposed IU'U"s contribute to the industrialization 

efforts of a developing country, they should not operate at a higher 

coaplexity level than the rest of the capital goods industry. If products of 

higher complexity levels are selected, IU'U's then becoae a new assembly or 

seai-asseably operation in vhich a large accuaulation of technical knowledge 

is not possible. 

The various products to be 11a11uf actured in a IU'U aust have soae COllllOn 

doainant or hoaogeneous characteristics. So the IU'U can be defined as the 

aanufacturing unit for telecOllllUllications products and other products which 

are required by different end-users, but .. y be produced within one 

1111ltipurpose facility, as these products are characterized by soae coaaon 

d011fnant and hOllogeneous features. 

5.3. Prerequisites 

The following prerequisites are necessary for pursuing this approach to 

produce teleco111DUJ1ications equipment: 

(a) Trained personnel, if possible, initially recruited from existing 

maintenance staff familiar with the equipment, followed by an 

intensive training progr&1111e for newly recruited staff at the 

training compound of the KPU. 

(b) Access to the raw materials required for production, such as metals, 

plastics, chemicals, etc. 

(c) Utilization of production processes like: 

- metal sheet works 

- soldering 

- welding 

- drilling 

- lathe-~ork 

- plastic dyecasting. 

(d) Licences to manufacture, and access to the necessary know-how. 
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therefore it la essential to have a close liaison vlth the original 

telecominm.ications equipment aanufaclurers to ensure the provision of 

adequate training and the rav materials required. 

5.4. Production range of the ftPU 

Taking into consideration the primary objective of the MPU to provide 

spare parts and c011pOnents for the telec011Dunications service the following 

product ranges can be envisaged. (see also figure 3). 
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Figure 3: MPU approach 
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i) Telephone EquiJ)llent 

One area of repair and maintenance that could be covered by the 

llultipurpose Production Approach, as a means of entering the 

aanufacture of telec01aU11ications equipment, would be subscribers 

eguil!llent: i.e. telephone housing, handset with transaitter and 

receiver, rubber foot, svitchhook, ringer, network and base assembly, 

dials, bells, plugs and sockets, cords,key telephone systems, small 

PBX's etc. 

It is assumed that the local aaintenance man on site bas replaced the 

faulty subscribers equipaent, and bas returned the faulty telephone, 

etc., to a central repair depot. Here it would be dismantled, faulty 

parts repaired or replaced. This unit would then be reassembled, 

cleaned and tested before being stored for reuse. 

The above can be done on an individual basis, large numbers of 

telephones are returned to the central repair depot, a production and 

assembly line could be started for locally made spare parts. Thus, 

importation of expensive original parts from industrialized C01Dltries 

manufacturers could be avoided. 

ii) Telephone Excbange Equipment 

Group and final selectors, relay sets, relays etc., can be similarly 

dismantled and parts repaired or replaced. These parts can be 

produced locally at a MPU. 
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iii)Telephone Cables 

Any kind of copper wire, insulated or not, can be aanufactured in 

those countries, which produce copper within Africa, and are able to 

export to those other African countries not in a position to 

aanufacture their own cables. 

In addition to telephone cables, power cable and bus bars of varying 

capacities could be manufactured, copper wires for relay coils, 

transformers, and overhead pole routes, too. 

In fact, all necessary parts for complete relays, relay sets, could 

be manufactured with the aim of producing all the necessary 

components for complete telephone exchanges. 

iv) Telex Printer 

Cables, terminal connections, paper and ribbon can be produced 

locally. 

v) Radio and Multiplex Equipment 

In the initial stages, some simple spare part components for radio 

and multiplex equipment could also be produced. However, until 

sufficient trained personnel with the necessary know-how and 

production capacity are available complete sophisticated transmission 

systems should not be taken into consid£ration. 

vi) OVerbead Lines 

These consist of poles, copperwire, dropcable and insulators, which 

are comparatively low technologies. Poles can be supplied locally 

and comparatively simple factories would be required to produce 

insulators. 

vii)Power Eauipment 

Cables, transformers, switches, fuses, and lubricants can be produced 

for repair of power equipment. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

As a result of the Harare Seminar the creation of multipurpose production 

projects for the manufacture of spare parts and components is proposed. This 

pro~osal is motivated on the observati~n that many developing countries 

embarking on the manufacture of components and equipment have done so by using 

the repair and maintenance facilities of existing P&T workshops. These 

projects would provide practical demonstration facilities and training of 

African repair and maintenance personnel in the fabrication of spare parts and 

components. Alternative dominant production routes have been identified: 

First ~ electromechanical route, which involves processes such as core 

punching, coil winding, press work, sheet metal work, some plastic work and 

relat' ~ssembly work. This type of multipurpose workshop, in addition to 

carrying out electromechanical repairs, can manufacture relays, transformers, 

high-frequency coils, chokes, motor driven uniselectors, ac voltage 

stabilizers, etc. Second tbe electronic route, which can be formed by 

combining processes such as printed circuit board production, surface 

treatment, some plastics, some metal working and related assembly work. It 

can manufacture equipment such as PABX, telephone sets, lightning protectors, 

battery chargers, intercoms, de power supplies/adapters, etc. third the 

mechanical route, which consists of metal working and surface treatment 

processes. It can carry out the manufacture of machined parts such as shafts, 

jigs, fixtures, dies, tools, and sheet and profile work such as racks, 

cabinets, line attachments. 
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Figure 4: Manufacturing possibilities offered by MPU's 
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6. Approach of strategy for possibilities in the industrial production of 

specific components and eauipment 

A well defined and comprehensive strategy is required to realize viable 

industrial projects on the telecoamunications sector. The development of a 

teleco111unications industry is not a srontaneous phenomenon. Although a 

certain number of mechanical workshops manufacturing simple tools appear in 

many countries on the basis of small-scale industries, the creation of MPU•s 

and other industrial units manufacturing more complex equipment, in most 

cases, may necessitate the intervention of the Government, as in the following 

sunnary: 

- Planning of telecoamunications industry 

- Organized training of manpower 

- Financing 

- Development of engineering, technical support, research and development 

of production capabilities 

- Creation and development of production units 

- Regional cooperation. 

For the detaileu planning and realizations, the assistance of UNIDO and 

ITU, development banks, regional organizations, and other sources, like 

foreign telecommunications industries, will be useful and necessary to 

successfully establish industrial units. 

Besides the tasks mentioned above for the Governments and governmental 

Authorities, there are some important activities for the successful 

implementation required, which can be sUD1Darised as follows: 

i) Evaluation for the needs of components and equipment 

The evaluation can be based on the records of faults on technical 

equipment and the assessment of the demand of components and 

equipment. This evaluation is essential for the selection of 

products to be manufactured. 

ii) The choice of teleconvnunications technology and the selection of 

products 

The proper selection of products has to take care of the following 

factors: 



the results of the evaluation of the needs 

the experience with existing manufacturing procedures and 

facilities 

The realistic assessment of the local circumstances 

Rew digital technology offers the following advantages in comparison 

to electromechanical technology: 

- solid state 

- less susceptible to breakdown 

- less maintenance required 

- decline in price 

- greater speed, efficiency and capacity 

- continuous adaptation to traffic conditions 

Digital technology requires very little maintenance, it has only few 

moving parts, and has a self diagnostic system to identify breakdowns 

through the computer controlled system and the repair usually 

involves the simple replacement of a circuit board. 

iii)The choice of manufacturing technology 

This depends on the type and technological level of equipment to be 

manufactured. Changes in modern technologies will have decisive 

influences on the entire industrial set up. 

Equipment production has shifted to digital, microelectronic 

technology. Rot only the advantages digital technology offers, but 

also the increasing demand for new information technology services 

depending on digital telecoanunications networks were the reasons for 

this shift in equipment production. The production of 

microelectronic equipment is characterized by: 

- the modularity of design 

- divisibility in manufacture 

And the major manufacturing ~ff orts are mainly concentrated in the 

design and development stages. A small range of information based 

skills are required, ra~~~~ than the broad range of mechanical and 

electromechanical skil, ~. 
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iv) Relations with original supplier 

Continuous relations with original suppliers are required 

particularly under the ass1B11ption to start a productioa of components 

and equipment, which are not any longer produced by the original 

suppliers to ensure r longer life cycle of installed equipment. 

v) Relations with national sectoral industries 

To maximise the benefits in establishing telecoamunications industry 

in Africa, it is very important to incorporate already existing 

industrial units in the telecoamunications fie:d and related 

industrial sectors like electronics, plastics, ceramics, metallurgy 

etc. in the strategy for possibilities to manufacture specific 

components. 

vi) Negotiations on patents and licences 

To start a local production negotiations on patents and licenses and 

the purchase of designs will be required to obtain the know-how. 

To establish manufacturing facilities for e.g. telecoD1Dunication cable or 

telephone instruments, various steps have to ie considered to implement the 

industrial units successfully: 

- Assessment of ·.1e needs and requirement projections fur at least 

10-15 years, 

- Feasibility studies together with economic viability analysis 

- Preparation of technical specifications of the product required to be 

manufactured and finalisation of product mix, 

- Discussions with reputated manufacturers of the product with 

regard to technical and financial conditions for setting up the 

manufacturing facilities, 

Planning and definition of all logistic requiremen~s for 

operation 

- Preparation of technical specifications for the manufacturing 

machinery and release of tender papers, evaluation of bids. 
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- Contract negotiations with the selected supplier and order placements. 

- Selection of site keeping in view the infrastructural availability of 

access roads, land, water and power supply 

- Start and execution of civil construction work, 

- In deep training of the staff 

- Receipt of the machinery, installation, testing and commissioning 

of the factory and start up production, 

- Testing of the indigenously fabricated product within the cowitry as 

well as at the premises of the original supplier, to ensure compliance 

with the specification, 

- Regular production. 

While establishing a manufacturing unit, two important aspects would have 

to be kept in mind, first, that the price of the equipment or material 

indigenously manufactured should not be higher than the price of the imported 

goods and, secon~ly that it is useful to have equity participation of the 

foreign supplier at least in the early stages. With respect to telephone 

cables and telephone instruments a large number of manufacturers would be 

willing to pass on the technology for manufacturing these items. 

l'he following chapter will deal with some of these aspects to allow a 

practical approach in realizing a local production. 

6.1. Design. contracting and management of telecom proiects 

SomP- important prerequisites for the creation of local manufacturing can 

be su:nmarized as follows: 

fl) Impor~ant role of the local P & T Authority in: 

-selecting and training of new staff 

-planning as to define the potential market for a new 

manufacturing industry through development plans 

-~rganizing the telecom service towards a more dynamic role taking 
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particular care of technical specifications of telecom equipment, 

acceptance tests, maintenance etc. 

-setting up appropriate policy guidelines, rules and procedures in 

order to promote local manufacture 

-using maintenance workshops as to promote the 8tart of local 

manufacture 

(2) Manufacturing fac!lities may start with simple items and upgrade the 

technological level in production gradually. 

(3) Incorporation of local works, local products and staffs into telecom 

projects by respective contracting and project management. 

These items shall be explained in more detail. 

1. The role of the P & T Authority 

The creation of local mauufacturing of t~lecommunications equipment and 

industries in related sectors requires the active role and the strong will of 

the local P & T Authority. The P&T Authority will be the major customer of 

the telecommunications industry. 

One of the basic criteria to promote the start of local manufacture is 

the increase of number and skills of staff within the P&T Authority. The 

increase in skills can not only rely on the fact to send staff members to 

training courses in specialized schools, to administrations or manufacturing 

plants overseas. Training includes also the engagement of people in the job 

so that they can develop their skills by performing various tasks in the 

organization, e.g. installing, testing and maintaining equipment. 

Another important criteria for launching local manufacture is the 

elaboration of reliable over-all development plans with the forecast of 

equipment requirements for the next 10 to 15 years and the analysis of fault 

records of installed equipment to evaluate the needs of equipment. These 

development plans would form the basis of the production plans of local 

manufacturers taking into consideration: 

(a) which products will be required by the P&T Authority. 

(b) which products can be produced locally. 
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In close context to overall long term plans, short tenn development plans 

have to be prepar~d as well as the definition of technical specifications, 

equipaent standards, quality control standards, etc. which certainly will 

influence the local production of equipment envisaged. 

Furthermore, the P & T Authority has to be coaaitted to the local 

aanufacture development through appropriate policy guidelines taking into 

consideration that higher costs, delays and quality problems may occur in the 

beginning of local manufacturing. 

Finally, the P & T Authority itself can start the manufacturing process 

using existing maintenance workshops. Their manufacturing activities can 

include small accessories like terminal boxes, connecting bars. etc up to 

higher sophisticated component~. On the other hand workshops can easily be 

turned into test laboratories for acceptance tests. 

2. l!anufacturing facilities 

The manufacturing process may start with very simple items like various 

installation accessories manufactured in workshops or existing small factories 

that could be easily reconverted, copper wires in already existing cable 

factories, poles in the timber industry, etc. In a local network the cables, 

poles and accessories represent a share of about 50 percent of the investment. 

3. Respective project contracting and management. 

For implementing a telecom network, two approaches are possible in 

realizing it: 

a) on a turnkey basi~ through a general contractor 

b) on individual contracts by different contractors. 

The splitting of a project into individual parts for different 

contractors requires, however, a very accurate planning of projects and work. 

All details have to be carefully analyzed, planned, agreed upon and integrated 

in a plan. On the other hand such a project would allow for the 

higher integration of local products, promoting also related 

industries like timber and woodwork industry for poles, civil works 

for buildings ar.d access roads, steel works for towers, structures, 
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ceramic industry for insulators, cable works for cables and wires, 

etc. 

higher participation or local staff, thus enabling the improvement of 

their skills. 

better adaptation of the system to local requirements. 

A good example for the approach would be the local networks. In a local 

network, buildi~s and other infrastructural investment represent a lover 

percentage of the total investments. However, in urban areas the investment 

into ducts represent about 40% of the cable network. In total, it can be 

aasaaed that the investment in non-telec01Dunications equipment and works 

represents about 15% of total investment in telecomnmications. Taking this 

percentage into consideration it is advisable to split local network's project 

into several individual projects to develop and incorporate local 

manufacturing industries. 

4. Long term development plan. 

The overall long term development plan is a very important element and 

should include the following items: 

a) Telephone network 

Basic scheme of the telephone network including the definition of 

various types of switching centres (local exchanges, primary 

excharles, secondary exchanges etc.) 

b) Transmission network 

Layout of the transmission network including the definition of 

various transmission modes (cables, open wire, microwave, satellite 

systems) 

c) Forecasting 

Forecasts on the development of telephone st~tions, telephone lines 

and long distance circuits should be made for certain periods. 

d) Modernization and integration strategy 

Taking the technological changes into consideration, a strategy of 

the modernization of the network should be elaborated together with a 

strategy of integration of the existing network with the one to be 

developed 
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e) Extension of the network 

Definition of new routes and extension of the network to offer 

telecoa services to underdeveloped areas 

f) Rural areas 

Special attention has to be given to the problems of telephone access 

to rural areas 

g) Transmission plan 

Careful studies shall be rade on the transmission characteristics of 

the network to allow national and international cODDunication. 

h) Technical set-up of telephone systems 

Due to the technological change from analogue to digital equipment a 

reliable strategy for the implementation and operation of analogue, 

semielectronic and digital equipment shall be defined. 

i) Priorities 

Priorities shall be established in the implementation of systems 

paying particular attention to the needs of generating the f\Ulds 

required 

j) Other services 

A strategy and development of other and new services in 

telecoamunications shall be elaborated ana:yzing the present and 

future demand and the possibilities to finance the implementation of 

these services. 

k) Equipment characteristics 

Standards are required in order to harmonize the various networks to 

be installed. Existing equipment specifications shall be revised and 

new specifications be set up to improve the quality of the network 

1) Maintenance 

Particular attention shall be laid on the procedures for corrective 

and preventive maintenance of equipment including tests, 

measurements, specifications and repair activities. 

m) Organizational development and staffing 

Telecommunication has to be recognized as a dynamic sector which 
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requires not only changes on the technical side but also permanent 

development and improvement of the organization of services. 

n) Budgeting 

Budgeting procedures shall be defined in order to facilitate the 

establishment of annual budgets and also its distribution aaong 

various projects to be implemented. 

6.2. Review of components and equipment for tht crca~ion of a telecom 

industry 

Public telecOlllllUllications ~ystems consist of fo~r basic sub-systems: 

subscriber terminals 

local line plant 

switching system 

transmission system 

The different items in each of these sub-systems are as follows: 

i) Subscribers Terminal 

Drop-wire 

Window terminal 

Subscriber house wiring 

Subscribers plug and socket 

Telephone instruments, non-voice service terminals such as 

facsimile & data modem. 

In former times the subscriber termi1 ·l was a simple telephone set 

providing basic vocal telephony. The l• ~st technology trends provide 

sophisticated terminal intelligence to perform different tasks. Terminals 

fitted with extensions for other services as text transmission, facsimile and 

data transfer have become more versatile and flexible. 

ii) Local line plant 

Primary cables 

Ducts 

Cabinets 

Distribution points 

Secondary cables 
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Subscribers terainals are connected to local exchanges by a physical pair 

of aetal conducting wires. These connections account for 30 per cent of the 

total capital costs for local line plant in urban areas in average. These 

local networks use either overhead or underground cables of different sizes 

and distribution points with flexible conductors offering enough available 

capacity for new subscribers terainals connections to be added. Opposite to 

urban areas the local distribution in rural areas forms the major problem due 

to long distances between the local exchanges and the individual subscribers. 

Connections using physical conductors still dominate with the extendable use 

of overhead open wire systems. Instead of physical conductors it is possiole 

to use the radiotelephony. Microwave systems in the VHF,UBF and SHF ranges 

operate along line-of-sight paths allowing the bridging of longer distances. 

BF systems are used only to a limited extent because frequencies are scarse 

and interference high. 

iii)Switching system 

Exchange Terminations 

Heat coil fuses 

Switching equipment 

Power equipment 

Manual or operator circuits in which connections are made by means of 

jacks and plugs, are still used. As long as staff is available around the 

clock, these systems can provide a reasonable service with low investment, low 

energy consumption and moderate maintenance. However, in rural areas, it 

often happens that they are manned only during day time and that operating 

costs are high. 

In all automatic analogue systems, voice frequencies are converted into 

an electrical signal of variable frequency and amplitude, and the 

connunications are connected by means of a separate switch within the system. 

The oldest automatic system is the step-by-step system or Strowger rotary 

switch consisting of electromagnets and ratchets, which is widely used. Large 

banks of rotary switches are connected in series. Essential parts are the 

switches and control section. Direct progressive control and register 

progressive control are both used in step-by-step switching systems. 
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Maintenance costs are high, the system has a large number of moving 

parts, and its capacity is limited, but it can provide a reliable service and 

aany aaint~nance engineers are familiar with it. It is alnost no longer 

possible to buy a new step-by-step switch, but sometimes such equipment can be 

obtained in reconditioned fora and perfect working order on the world market. 

Crossbar systems using coordinate or matrix switching operate at higher speeds 

and are less expensive to maintain. However, these systems are also aged and 

it is expected that their production is limited to a few countries only for 

the expansion of existing systems. Crossbar switching systems use the COllDOn 

control aethod based on relay t~chnology. 

The recent generation of analogue systems resulted in semi-electronic 

space-division switches with stored progra11De control (SPC). In these 

systems, the control functions are performed by a progr...able computer and 

the switching matrix can employ solid-state electronic cross-over points. The 

advantages include extensive possibilities for remote operation and 

maintenance, integrated test signal units, and an alnost total absence of 

unprotected contact points, which makes these systems less vulnerable to 

dust. Normally, SPC exchanges are produced in compact form so that 

air-conditioning is required, particularly in tropical countries. 

The next generation were the full electronic time-division switches. In 

this digital switchirag system, telephone conversations are converted from an 

analogue signal into a code consisting of a high speed go/stop pulse, 

operating completely in digital mode. 

The impulses from different conversations are separated from one another 

by discrete time intervals and are switched in turn by the system (time 

divisi~n switching) so that many conversations can be handled by the same 

switch. Digital exchanges are cheaper to install and maintain than analogue 

exchanges, particularly in the larger sizes, and they are becoming less 

expensive. The advantages of this type of switching include its computer 

output compatibility and the potential for saving& where it is operated in 

conjunction with digital transmission systems. 

The latest generation of switches are based on optical technology, the 

photonic switches. These switches process and re-route light signals instead 

of electricity. The introduction of photonlc switches might begin in some 

years from now. 
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iv)Transmission systems 

a) Multiplexing equipment (FDM or TOM systems) including frequency 

generation. 

b) Overhead Lines 

* Poles and accessories 

* Overhead wires and cables 

c) Coaxial Cable 

* Line equipment 

d) Optical Fibre Systems 

* Optical Fibre Cables 

* Optical Fibre system equipments 

e) Radio Systems 

* VHF,UHF equipment 

* Microwave Equipment 

* Tower, Antennae, Feeder cable 

f) Satellite Conmunication Systems 

* Satellite earth station equipment 

* Earth station Antenn&e & Towers 

g) Power Plant 

* Mains, solar cells, batteries 

* Stand-by ge~erators 

Communications can be transmitted between exchanges along systematic pair 

line links, coaxial, or optical fibre cables, or by means of microwave radio 

system, overland or via satellite. The choice of medium depends on the 

bandwidth or the volume of traffic to be transmitted, the distance and terrain 

to be covered, the quality required, the traffic distribution and the cost. 

In the past, trunk transmission systems were analogue, but they are now 

being gradually replaced by digital systems. The applications of pulse code 

modulations (PCM) technique to traditional transmission methods has resulted 

in increased capacity and efficiency. 

Technological progress reduced the cost and improved the quality of 

service. The optical fibre is particularly suited to high capacity routes 

with longer distances between the signal regeneration points, which reduces 

costs even more while increasing reliability. Optical fibre systems are going 

to replace symmetric pair line links and coaxial systems. Compared to other 

transmission modes fibre-optic systems offer the following advantages: 
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a lov degree of attenuation and a longer distance between repeaters 

a high information capacity and speed 

use for ISDN and broadband services in particular 

decline in price due to improvement in technology and production 

process 

small cable size and lov veight 

imnunity from electrc=agnetic interference 

absence of crosstalk. 

Despite these advantages there are large quantities of copper cables in 

use, which will not be depreciated for decades and which represent a large 

amount of sunk investments. In addition copper is a basic rav material which 

is available in Africa. 

Microwave systems are particularly suitable for medium or high capacity 

routes in the developing countries and over difficult terrain. Submarine 

optical fibre or coaxial cables can provide an economic solution in many 1:ases 

for long distance or international transmission. Satellite systems, 

particularly lov traffic systems, are becoming more and more competitive vh~n 

there are long distances to be covered or where the topography poses problems. 

6.2.1 Appropriate equipment configurations for rural networks 

The majority of the population of developing countries still lives in 

rural areas. Table 5 shows the population distribution of developing 

countries for the years 1980, 1990 and 2000. 

Table 5 Population distribution of developing countries 

Years 

1980 

1990 

2000 

Rural population of developing countries 

in percentage 

70.47 

65.29 

59.56 

Source: World Development Report, World Bank, 1985 
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Taking now the typical features of a rural area into consideration, as 

there are: 

large and sparsely populated areas 

small settlements 

mainly agricultural activities 

low level of infrastructural development 

difficult power supply situation 

the planning of an equipment configuration has to concentrate on telephony, 

eventually extended to telegraphy and telex. Other more sophisticated 

services, implemented in the industrialized world, are not required by the 

public in rural areas at the moment. 

The assessment of the present and future demand is the first activity in 

the planning process. Normally the demand of private persons in rural areas 

with low income will be very low. Therefore the planning has to concentrate 

more on public telephones. 

As the next step the sizes of rural exchanges have to be determined. 

According to studies of the ITU a classification of sizes was elaborated on 

the relationship between subscriber density and the size of the exchange based 

on economic considerations.(table 6). 

Table 6 Classification of exchanges 

Type Number of Size of rural exchange exchange Subscriber 
Subscribers area in ha area size distances 
per kJD2 in km 

A )1.5 65 50-130 80-200 5-8 
B 0.1-1.5 65-1000 100-140 40-160 7-13 
c (0.1 1,000-10,000 > 1,000 (40 65-1,000 

Source: Rural telecommunications - GAS 3 manual, ITU, 1979 

Seen from the economic point of view, public exchanges with less than 10 

subscribers are not attractive. In this case the solution would be: 

i) the line collection 

ii) drop and ~nsert possibilities 

According to table 6 the number of lines for a typical rural network lies 

between 100 and 1,000. 
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The next decision is nov the selection of the transmission system and the 

transaission mode. The systems that can be considered are: 

1. Open wire carrier systems 

2. Cable carrier systems 

3. Optical fibre cable systems 

4. Radio systems: BF, VHF, UHF, SHF 

s. Satellite systems. 

Each of th~ systems has advantages and disadvantages. The choice of a 

system depends on several factors like transmission capacity, topographic and 

climatic conditions, human and also financial aspects. 

1. Open wire carrier systems: 

Advantages: 

Suitable for large, sparsely populated areas with distances up to a 

few hundred kilometres, where a limit on radio frequency bands 

exists. 

Repeater sections can be made very long 

Relatively cheap 

Offers drop and insert possibilities. 

Disadvantages: 

Limited capacity 

Quality depends on climatic and geographic conditions 

High maintenance is required 

Low reliability 

High risks on theft, sabotage and destruction. 

2. Cable systems 

2.1 Symmetric pair and coax pair cables 

Advantages: 

Large capacity 

Reduced crosstalk 

Independent of temperature and humidity 

Less possibilities of theft 

Disadvantages: 

Expensive cable laying 

Expensive fault location 

Shorter repeater sections 

Too large capacity for rural areas 
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2.2 Glass fibre systems: 

Advantages: 

Larger capacity (above 10.000 channels) 

lnnllllity to electromagnetic interference 

Larger repeater distance (about l~ km) 

Disadvantages: 

Too large capacity for rural areas 

Expensive equipment 

Difficult maintenance due to higher sophistication 

Complete foreign technology 

3. Radio systems 

3.1. BF radio system 

Advantages: 

Very long distances can be covered 

Relatively cheap 

Simple technology 

Disadvantages: 

Poor voice quality 

Low ~apacity 

Large antennas required 

3.2. VHF/UHF radio systems 

Advantages: 

Better quality 

VHF/UHF systems can be used for distribution, toll and trunk systems 

Small and simple antennas 

Disadvantages: 

Limited coverage 

Limited capacity 

4. Satellite systems 

Advantages: 

Satellite system can be installed relatively quickly 

Service to remote areas can be provided easily and in short time. 

Flexible network configuration 

Easily adapatable in operation 

Reliable connections 

Economically feasible for long distances. 

Disadvantages: 

Complete system still very expensive 

In tropical zones larger antennas or more power are required. 

Complete foreign technology. 
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High need of foreign exchange for procurement and operation. 

Easy jamming of communication 

International agreements required, limiting self-reliance at 

national level. 

Finally comparing the different transmission systems some conclusions can 

be made which are summarised in table 7. 

Table 1: Comparison of transmission systems 

System Open wire Cable Glass HF Radio UHF/VHF scpcl 
fibre 

Design 
Capacity any any any low low moderate 

Quality fair fair good poo .. good good 

Installation 
speed low low low high high high 

Maintenance high moderate moderate low low low 

Disruption 
possibilitie::i low moderate low high low low 

Flexibility low low low low moderate nigh 

Relative 
costs low high high low moderate high 

Expansion 
possibilities limited limited high low limited high 

Suited for dis-
tances < 50 km + + + + 

50 - 200 km + + + + 

> 200 km + + + 

Suited for 
distribution + + + + 

transfer + + + + 

trunking + + + + 

digital 
transmission +/- + +/- + 

level ·, ~ 
foreign low2) moderate high low low high 
ucbnQlQ£:Y: 
1) SCPC - Single channel per carrier satellite system 
2) Multiplex equipment not included 
Source: EUT - report, the impact of telecom on rural areas in developing 
countries 1987. 
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At the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) in Netherlands a study 

on the impact of Telecommunication on rural areas in developing countries was 

made, whereby the following conclusions were elaborated: 

1. In a rural area a subscribers density of 1 per 50 km
2 can be expected 

when people live scattered. In the case of isolated settlements between 

50 and some 100 s~bscribers can be expected ?ith a maximum of 1000 

subscribers. 

2. From the economic point of view telephone exchanges with less than 30 

subcribers are not attractive. 

3. For trunk lines with a low to moderate traffic volume over relatively 

long distances, the open wire carrier systems may be the most cost 

effective system. 

4. Cable systems may be used for subscriber lines for distances up to 

25 km. For rural areas carrier cable systems are not very suited. 

5. HF radio systems may be suitable for few isolated subscribers in a large 

area. Half-wave dipole antennas may be the most cost effective antennas. 

6. VHF/UHF radio systems may be suited for low to moderate t1affic volume. 

Capacity can be enlarged by frequency re-use, the maximum distance is 

about 50 km, depending on antenna size. 

7. Terrestrial SHF radio systems are mainly suitable for trunking large 

traffic volumes. 

8. Single channel per carrier satellite systems (SCPC) may be suitable for 

sparsely populated, inaccessible and difticult terrain. 

9. The costs per line in rural areas are about five times higher than in 

urban areas (see table 8) 
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Table 8: Indicative cost per line in urban and rural areas 

Subscriber connections and 
local line plant 
Investment in exchanges 
Investment in transmission 
Investment in building and 
land 

Total cost per line 

Cost per line 
in urban areas 

40 
30 
20 

10 

100 

Cost per line 
in rural areas 

400 
60 
20 

20 

500 

Rote: Index 100 = total cost per line in urban areas. 
Source: ITU - OECD: Telecommunications for Development 1983. 

Conclvsion: 

Comparea to the urban areas, the coDUDon characteristics of the rural 

areas are decentralisation of users and low traffic, which leads to higher 

cost3 than in urban areas. Therefore it is important to seek cost reductions 

through various technological approaches including the development of 

small-sized equipment, simplification of basic functions and facilititation of 

operability and maintainability. 

6.2.Z kquipment cost comparison 

Besides the material and equipment costs also the installdtion, testing 

and commissioning costs can have a high impact on the overall cost.s of a 

telecommlDlications system. In table 9 a classification of costs in 

percentages between material and installation was made. 

These are broad yercentages which m~y vary from country to country 

depending upon several factors such as initial equipped capacity, space and 

frequency dive~sity for radio systems etc. However, it can be noticed that in 

switching and transoission projects the material and equipment costs are 

higher than t.he installation costs, but in local line plant project the 

installation costs uhich include the cost of duct material are higher than the 

cable costs. 
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Table 9: Material and installation costs in percentages 

ITEM 

SWITCHING 

LOCAL LIRE 
PLANT 

TRANSMISSION 
(TERRESTRIAL) 
RADIO 

COAXIAL 

100% Costs 

EQUIPMENT/MATERIAL 

80% 

(Cables and jointing 
Material) 

40% 

MUX Tower 
Antennae & 

Power plant 

20% 40% 
(50% 
equipped) 

Mux Power plant 

25% 20% 

Radio 

17% 

LIRE 

25% 

INSTALLATION, TESTING AND 
COllUSSIONING 

20% 

60% 

ducts material installation 
& comissioning 

20% 40% 

23% 

30% 

Source: Agarwal: Presentation at Harare Seminar, 1986 

The tables 10 and 11 below show the percentage distribution of labour 
and capital requirements for the manufacture of components and assembly 
including testing according to CCITT studies: 

Table 10: Labour requirements in percentages. 

LABOUR REOUIREMENIS Telephone Stations Electronic 
Switching Equipment 

Manufacture of 
components 40 20 

Assembly and tests 60 80 

Transmission 
equipment 

10 

90 
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Table 11: Capital requirements in percentages 

CAPITAL RE0UIR£KENIS Telephone Stations Electronic Switching 
equipment 

Manufacture of 
components 90 70 

Assembly and tests 10 30 

Source: CCITT-studies, ITU 

6.3 Choice of adapted technology 

Transaission 
~quipment 

40 

60 

The 1960's was the decade of the implementation of analogue microwave 

radio systems for backbone networks. The decade of the 70's was dedicated to 

the implementation of stored programme control switching equipment for urban 

areas. The 80's are characterized by the introduction of digital switching 

and transmission equipment. The 90's will bring the introduction of 

integrated services digital networks (ISDN). 

Due to this rapid technological progress it is very difficult for a 

developing country to choose the best technology for its telecommunications 

network. The lowest cost and most appropriate technology concerning 

operations is likely to be based on the high technology of microprocessors and 

silicon or gallium arsenide semiconductor chips which represent the building 

block of digital equipment. Older technologies often are not the cheapest 

ones, have higher power consumption, and less satisfactory technical 

performance. 

Yet the economies of semiconductors manufacturing depend on the 

availability of global markets, which makes it difficult for developing 

countries to manufacture them on a national basis. They have to be bought 

from semiconductor manufacturers. When conventional technology is compared to 

the latest technology then the following advantages and disadvantages can be 

summarized. 
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Advantages Disadvantages 

Conventional technology 1. Well known technology 1. Relatively lover 
quality 

2. Foreign exchange 2. Relatively long im-
cOllponent is lover plementation time 

required 
3. Stimulating self-reliance 
4. Better local manufacturing 

and repair possibilities 

Latest technology 1. Relatively higher quality 1. Unknown technology 
2. Relatively fast im- 2. Higher foreign ex-

plementation time change component 
3. Simple in maintenance 3. Dependence from 

overseas 
4. Bo self manu-

facturing and 
repair 
possibilities 

Another problem in choosing the appropriate technology lies in the life 

cycle of the systems. 

In the electronics and telecommunications field, the obsolescense of 

equipment is getting faster and faster. Technology now changes almost every 

five years. This was not so earlier as could be seen from the svitching 

technology: 

- Step by step systems 

- Crossbar systems with common 

control systems 

- SPC Analogue systerus 

- SPC Digital systems 

50 years 

20 years 

10 years 

5 years 

The decision has far reachin~ effects and the conaequences of such a 

decision will be felt for many years. The new technologies now utilise very 

large scale Integrated Techniques including computer controlled exchanges with 

time divisions switching and the transmission of informatior. in digital form 

which makes it possible to transmit voice, data, text and huge quantities of 

visual information over a single network known as Integrated Services Digital 

Network (ISON). Keeping in view the above trends, existing systems and 

capacity to absorb new technologies, a country's P&T Authority has to choose a 

proven technology. It should also be capable to sustain the new technology 

especially to operate and maintain the systems. 
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6.4 Choice of materials and equipment for manufacture 

The establishment of local manufacturing capacities requires llallpOver, 

lcnov hov, material and finance. Some developing countries have a relatively 

developed industrial infrastructure and skilled labour - force as vell as 

extensive demand of telecoamunications equipment. These countries can, and 

soae already have, set up viable ind~strial centres. However, for many 

smaller colDltries, the creation of industrial 1Dlits is not econOllically 

justified. 

Such ColDltries may establish industrial units on jo!nt ventures at 

regional or subregional level. Branch units aay be established in different 

aeab~r C01Dltries of a subregional organization in order to iaprove gradually 

their industrial base and to consolidate the collective efforts while ensuring 

a local source of supply. 

To offer economies of scale the viability of an industrial project 

depends on the production of a minimum nU1;ber of units. It is generally 

considered that the annual minimum output needed to justifiy the production of 

telec01aU11ications equipment is approximately for: 

- telephone sets: 50,000 - 100,000 sets in assembly 

- public switching 

exchanges: 

- Private switching 

exchanges: 

- cables: 

- components: 

150,000 - 250,000 sets in production 

100,000 lines in assembling 

-250,000 lines in prod~ction 

1,000 units with capacity of 20 lines 

500,000 to 1,000,000 pair km in assembly 

2,000,000 pair km in production 

e.g. 1,000,000 telephone relays 

Finally the following components and equipment can be taken into 

consideration for local manufacturing: 

1. Electronic switching eauipment 

The production and modification of small switching equipment for public 

use seems to be reasonable, for capacities between 50 and 500 lines, up to 

max. 1,000 lines. Extension possibilities should satisfy especially the needs 

in rural areas. Also small PABX with a capacity of 10 to SO lines seems to be 
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reasonable. The reasons to choose this kind of equipment is especially in the 

perspective of important markets of private users (trade, commerce, industry, 

public service) and in the use in rural areas. The less complex software as 

vell as the modularity of design and the divisibility in manufacture are 

further reasons in favour of this equipment. 

2. Electromechanical switching equipment components 

The production of electromechanical switching equipment components like 

relays vould be also reasonable, although that can nm counter to the 

technological development trends. But due to the long life cycle of 

electromechanical exchanges (30 to 50 years) it would be reasonable to produce 

such coaponents for repair and maintenance purposes for existing equipment, as 

it would be aore and more difficult to find suppliers of such COllponents. 

Full utilization of existing analogue equipment shall be paramount. 

3. telephone instruments 

The production of tr.lephone instruments has already started in some 

African cou:itries and it is reasonable to extend the production as 

telephonesets can be considered as a mass product of limited compleAity in the 

production process and low specialization. The product range shall include 

rotary dial, press-button telephone sets and key telephone systems. 

However, it should be borne in mind that press-button telephones are over 50 

percent more expensive than rotary dial telephones. A developing country with 

meagre financial resources should carefully weigh the advantages of spending 

so much more on press-button telephones. Digital exchanges should be able to 

accept either dial pulses or MF tones and, therefore, the rotary dial 

telephone might there to stay. 

4. Cables. wires and auxiliaries 

Cables and wires are also produced in some African countries. Cables can 

be considered as a very useful local product for the extension of networks, 

maintenance and repair. The production process requires only limited skills. 

And the production of telecom cables could be easily combined with the 

production of electrical ct~les. The following types of cables can be 

ma~ufactured locally: 
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open wire (copper, copper covered steel, copperveld, aluminium) 

aerial cables 

underground cables 

internal cables 

power cables (open and insulated) 

For the production of cables mainly locally available raw materials and 

resources can be used like copper, aluminium, steel, plastics. The same 

situation applies for auxiliary equipment needed for open wire carrier 

systems, consisting of parallel bare conductors, electrical insulators, cross 

arms and poles. All these components are widely used and of low complexity 

and simple technology. In addition only low investment costs are required and 

locally available raw materials like iron, steel, plastics, paper, ceramics 

and timber can be used. Also cable ducts (plastic or con~~Pte) can be made 

locally. 

5. ftultiplex transmission 

The production of single channel radio equipment seems also reasonable at 

a regional level due to the special need for rural areas. 
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ANNEX 

Table 1: Number of telephone stations and basic socioeconomic indications for 

African countries. 

Table 2: Telephone density by countries 

Table 3: Telephone density in urban and rural areas in selected African 

countries. 

Table 4: 1982 telecommunications investment in selected African countries. 
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Table 1 
Number of telephone stations and basic 

socioeconomic indications for African countries 

Colllltry Inhabitants 
in 103 (1984) 

Egypt 
Equatoiral-Guinea 
Ethiopia 

47,080 
380 

34,350 
Algeria 
Angola 
Benin 
Botswana 
Burkina Faso 
Burundi 
Djibouti 

21,200 
8,530 
3,830 
1,050 
6,710 
4,540 

350 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Gabon 

9,530 
575 
630 

13,110 
Gambia 
Ghana 
Guinea 
Guinea-Bissau 

5,300 
880 

9,370 
320 

19,400 

Cameroon 
Cap Verde 
Kenya 
Como res 
Congo 
Lesotho 
Liberia 
Libya 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mali 
Marocco 
Mauretania 
Mauritius 
Mosambique 
Namibia 
Niger 
Nigeria 
Ru and a 
Zambia 
Sao Tome u. 
Senegal 
Seychelles 
Sierra Leone 
Somalia 
Sudan 
Svasiland 
Tansania 
Togo 
Chad 
Tunesia 
Uganda 
Zaire 

440 
1,700 
1,470 
2,130 
3,480 
9,630 
6,610 
7,720 

22,800 
1,830 

980 
13,710 
1,510 
5,930 

87,830 
5,900 
6,450 

Principe 90 
6,510 

60 
3,540 
5,420 

20,950 
630 

21,020 
2,840 
4,900 
7,050 

15,140 

Central Afric.Rep. 
Zimbabwe 

32,080 
2,510 
7,960 

GDP per capita 
in US$ (1986) 

770 
343 (2) 
105 

2,350 
806 (1) 
270 (2) 
812 
154 (2) 
217 
741 
640 (2) 

2,393 (3) 
239 (3) 
300 (2) 
320 (2) 
162 (3) 
950 
294 (3) 
290 (2) 
250 (2) 
600 
480 (2) 
460 (2) 

5,500 
250 (2) 
167 
130 (2) 
610 (2) 
350 (2) 
890 (3) 
260 (2) 
755 (3) 
200 (2) 
735 (2) 
330 
340 (2) 
291 
440 

2,286 (1) 
295 
270 

2~700 (2) 
597 (3) 
270 (2) 
236 (2) 

80 (2) 
1,150 (2) 

280 
80 (2) 

258 (2) 
530 (2) 

Telephone Stations 
(1.1. 1985) 

800,089 
(1,500) 

115,833 
707,607 
(44,000) 
17,082 

(18,600) 
14,191 
(6,200) 
7,653 

122,600) 
(14,000) 

(4,300) 
(72,022) 
(14,000) 

(2,900) 
(50,000) 

2,384 
248,110 

2,000 
(18,800) 

11,017 
(9,000) 

(500,000) 
36,990 
40,142 
(9,800) 

285,824 
(5,000) 
53,825 
59,458 

(67,900) 
(10,400) 

(479,200) 
(6,700) 
77,185 

2,514 
(50,700) 

10,734 
(18,700) 

(8,130) 
(73,000) 

16,059 
(107,400) 
(12,500) 

(7,100) 
Z50,576 
(56,100) 

38, 757 
6,658 

240,962 

Note: (1) 1983, (2) 1984, (3) 1985; the figures in brackets ar~ estimations. 
Source: UN Publications and ITU Publications 
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Table 2 
Telephone Density by countries 

Country Year Main tel. Total tel. 
per 100 inha- per 100 inha-
bitants bi tan ts 

Chad 77 0.06 0.16 
Ethiopia 82 0.24 0.31 
Mali 82 0.07 0.12 
Zaire 82 0.09 0.11 
Malawi 79 0.18 0.49 
Burkina Faso 78 0.07 0.14 
Uganda 82 0.17 0.46 
Ruanda 80 0.08 0.09 
Burundi 82 0.12 0.14 
Tanzania 81 0.23 o.so 
Benin 78 0.22 0.47 
Cent.Afr.Rep. 81 0.10 0.20 
Guinea 77 0.13 0.18 
Big er 82 0.12 0.17 
Madagascar 81 0.19 0.38 
Togo 80 0.23 0.39 
Ghana 82 0.32 0.61 
Kenya 82 0.55 1.25 
Sierra Leone 80 0.37 
Mozambique 82 0.28 0.44 
Sudan 82 0.25 0.35 
Senegal 82 0.34 
Zambia 82 0.63 1.20 
Egypt 82 1.09 
Zimbabwe 82 1.35 3.13 
Bigeria 82 0.22 0.71 
Marocco 82 0.92 1.28 
Cote d'Ivoire 80 0.47 1.10 
Congo 81 0.51 1.10 
T1Dlesia 82 2.05 3.24 
Angola 81 0.65 0.71 
Algeria 82 2.09 3.11 

Source: ITU-report: The Missing Link, 1984. 

~-- - -------~-------------------------
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Table 3: 
Telephone density in urban and rural areas 

in selected African countries 

Main telephones per 100 inhabitants 

Country Overall L&rgest Urban Rural 
City Area Area 

Ethiopia 0.24 3.44 2.84 0.06 
Mali 0.07 0.68 0.55 0.015 
Ruanda 0.08 0.28 0.04 
Tanzania 0.23 1.72 1.44 0.09 
Ghana 0.32 1.68 1.43 0.10 
Kenya 0.55 4.98 3.36 0.15 
Sudan 0.25 1.71 1.18 0.04 
Senegal 0.34 0.64 0.10 
Zambia 0.63 1.57 1.4 0.006 
Egypt 0.97 2.68 0.15 
Marocco 0.81 1.8 1.98 0.28 
Congo 0.51 1.52 1.42 0.19 

Source: ITU-report: The Missing Link, 1984 
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Table 4 
1982 teleconmunic•tions investment 

in selected African countries 

Country Telecom Invest. GPD Telecom 
Invest. Per Capita (US$ mill) Invest. 
(US$ itill)_ (US$) (% GDP) 

Botswana 8.1 9.00 790 1.03 
Kenya 35.2 1.95 5,340 0.66 
Swaziland 2.6 3.il 590 0.44 
Zambia 14.2 2.37 3,830 0.37 
Lesotho 1.1 0.79 300 0.37 
Senegal 8.1 1.35 2,510 0.32 
Ethiopia 12.7 0.39 4,010 0.32 
Cote d'lvoire 22.6 2.54 7,560 0.30 
Zimbabwe 13.6 l..n 5,900 0.23 
Angola 5.2 0.65 2,741 0 .. 19 
Mauritius 1.3 1.44 940 0.14 
Congo 2.6 1.53 2,170 0.12 
Niger 1.9 0.32 1,560 0.12 
Malawi l.! 0.17 1,320 0.08 
Togo 0.5 0.18 800 0.06 
Tanzania 2.7 0.14 4,530 0.06 
Sudan 5.0 0.25 9,290 0.05 
Cent.Afr.Rep 0.1 0.04 660 0.02 
Ghana 2.9 0.24 3,122 0.01 
Mozambique 0.4 0.03 2,842 0.01 
Zaire 0.1 0.01 5,380 0.01 

Source: Various World Bank and ITU Reports. 

I 11 I I I 
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